
Family Freedom



The long and the short of it
As Australia’s best-loved and top-selling people mover for nearly a decade, 
Carnival offers the perfect combination of style, comfort and affordability to 
make your family motoring experience a genuine pleasure.

Carnival comes in two sizes. Choose from the short wheelbase 2.7 litre V6 
Carnival or - if you need the benefit of increased luggage capacity - the long 
wheelbase Grand Carnival with the larger 3.8 litre V6 engine. Both come 
complete with a comprehensive array of practical features; smart, sophisticated 
lines; and a luxurious, versatile interior that seats up to eight in comfort.







Embrace the new day
Who knows what the new day will bring? The beauty of the Carnival is that 
you’re prepared for every eventuality, with flexibility and practicality inside and 
the style to impress on the outside.
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Daring to be different, it’s a vehicle that reaches 
into the future while at the same time managing 
to incorporate elements of solid, classic design.  
In short, with its skilful balance of the traditional, 
the Carnival is a modern classic. The look is one 
of breezy elegance and harmony, from the tip of 
its purposeful nose through its fresh style, 
multidimensional moulding and powerful wide 
body. Every detail from the contoured hood and 
split level radiator grille to the sleek side mirror 
housings is sculpted for aerodynamic efficiency. 
This translates into reduced wind turbulence, 
lower wind noise and improved fuel economy.  

Large dual front headlights have a sharp and 
distinctive look, and combined with the rear 
optical groups incorporate advanced reflectors 
and lenses for maximum visibility and night time 
driving safety. Discreet fog lamps are set within 
the bumper. At the rear the Carnival looks 
purposeful and rugged, with a semi-spoiler above 
the high-level LED stop lamp and a neatly cut-
away bumper with step plate to provide maximum 
loading efficiency. The overall effect is a 
contemporary, yet classic MPV. 

A modern classic

Carnival has head-turning looks, 
with an aerodynamic and well-
proportioned style that leaves no 
doubt about its high performance 
and sophisticated interior. 



All the creature comforts
Not only can the driver’s seat be adjusted seven 
ways, but folding front seat armrests, an 
adjustable steering column, power windows and 
mirrors, and remote central locking with alarm 
are just a few of the thoughtful features included 
in every Carnival. There’s a 6-speaker CD sound 
system, triple-zone air-conditioning with 
individual outlets for each row of seats, multiple 
cup holders, cruise control and two power 
outlets. There is even a special compartment 

for your sunglasses and storage spots for 
everything your family will need for any journey. 
Of course, the eye-catching exterior has been 
finished with the same attention to detail as the 
luxurious interior. There are stylish full-length 
roof rails; body-coloured door handles, 
bumpers, body mouldings and door mirrors; 
and integrated front fog lights.
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Come and join the new world
Carnival delivers a unique invitation: come and join a world where a 
vehicle guarantees satisfaction from the moment you look around it to 
the day you take advantage of all its possibilities.



Whatever combination of passengers and cargo you need to accommodate, 
nothing else makes it as hassle-free as Carnival. Dual sliding doors open up to 
approximately 1.2 metres of front cabin height.The third row of seats can easily 
be folded for extra luggage space when only five are aboard, and the three 
middle row seats can be folded to create tables… or simply folded out of the 
way. And if you require it, Carnival’s interior can be configured like a 2-seater 
van with no second or third row seating at all: ideal for those occasional large 
and bulky loads such as furniture or timber.

Space travel



 �Various�seating�options� � �
Carnival sets a new standard for versatility and  
simplicity. The seating arrangements have no   
end of flexibility making it perfect for carrying   
passengers only, using your Carnival as a   
cargo-hauler or a combination of the two.  
The images show the Carnival model, and how 
you can fold and double-fold the completely   
independent seats to customise space and   
achieve your perfect layout. You can fold the  
second row seats to make side access more   
convenient, or fold the third row to create   
storage space in the rear. Second-and third-  
row seats are completely detachable for  
more van like versatility and optimal cargo   
transporting capability.

t

For maximum cargo carrying capacity

Split removable second-row seating

Double-folding for easier entry

Double folded third-row seats
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Grand Carnival Cargo space

Grand�Carnival�seating�arrangments
With the flick of a strap, you can fold and stow away third-row seats, which fold 
neatly into the floor. Flat folding seats can create more room for transporting 
cargo and luggage.

t	Convenient�in-floor�storage

1,842 mm1,842 mm1,475 mm1,475 mm

Carnival�seating�arrangments
Whenever you need to carry bulky cargo, the seats can be folded in a simple 
one-two sequence or removed entirely in a three-step operation. A double 
folding on the second-row seats makes for easier entry and egress.

t	Cargo�area

t	Third-row�seating�(Sliding�and�folding)�

t	Third-row�seating�(Folding�and�sinking)�

Carnival Cargo space

2,280 mm2,280 mm1,457 mm1,457 mm



Given its popularity, it’s no surprise that the Carnival is known as much for its performance 
as it is for its comfort and style. Its 2.7 litre V6 engine delivers an impressive 139kW @ 6000 

rpm with either the 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic Tiptronic-style transmission. 
Meanwhile, the Grand Carnival features a 5-speed automatic Tiptronic-style transmission 
mated to the 3.8 litre V6 engine producing 184kW @ 6000 rpm.  

Carnival comes with advanced 
engine choices to suit your 
demands for performance and 
economy, with a new chassis, 
4-wheel independent suspension 
and technological enhancements 
to maintain low noise and a 
smooth ride.

Thoroughly modern powerplants
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s	2.7-litre�V6�engine�(Carnival) 
 An advanced aluminium block engine that features improved 
 fuel efficiency and higher performance at low and mid speeds.

 Max. Power: 189 ps (139 kW) @ 6,000 rpm
 Max. Torque: 25.4 kg.m (249 Nm ) @ 4,000 rpm      

s	3.8-litre�V6�engine�(Grand�Carnival)�  
 A high performance engine with improved torque at mid and 
 low speeds, reduced noise and environmentally friendly design.

 Max. Power: 250 ps (184 kW) @ 6,000 rpm
 Max. Torque: 35 kg.m (343 Nm) @ 3,500 rpm   





The many safety features in 
Carnival, from the wheels and 
chassis to interior airbags, 
combine to make it an extremely 
safe place to be, whether you’re 
driver or passenger.
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Protecting every passenger
Carnival keeps all its passengers safe, with a 
unibody framework and a reinforced sub-frame 
designed by super computers for maximum 
strength. Anti-intrusion beams are fitted in each 
door and there are ladder-like steel floor bracings 
to maintain complete structural integrity. Indeed, 
so complete is Carnival’s safety design that it 
earned a maximum 5-star safety rating in 
stringent crash tests conducted by the U.S. 
Government’s demanding National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration*.  

Aside from the sheer strength of its construction, 
Carnival is packed with standard safety features 

including ABS anti-lock brakes with Electronic 
Brake force Distribution (EBD), front SRS  
airbags, front seatbelt pre-tensioners and lap/
sash seatbelts for all window positions. For even 
more security, a package of additional safety 
features is standard on Grand Carnival Premium 
and optional on other models¹: side front SRS 
airbags, full-length side curtain SRS airbags, 
Electronic Stability Program (ESP) and Traction 
Control (TCS).

A suite of six airbags is standard on Grand Carnival Premium and optional on other models

* Left-hand drive Grand Carnival model tested.
¹ Option Pack not available on Carnival with manual transmission.



It’s the MPV perfected
Kia’s aim to perfect the true Multi-Purpose Vehicle has been realised with the 
Carnival, which takes driver-friendly design to a new level and provides you 
with a premium quality vehicle that is both fun and safe.



Overhead sliding door buttons

Sliding door buttons

 �Third-row�swivelling�windows
 Passengers in the third-row enjoy better 
 comfort in the Carnival. Swivelling windows
 turn outward for improved ventilation and  

natural cooling capability.  

t

 �Dual�power�sliding�doors
 The rear dual power sliding doors are operated 

with a touch of the remote key or switches in the 
overhead console, and include a manual override 
and obstacle detection for complete safety. 
(Grand Carnival Premium only).

t

 �Second-row�power�windows
 For your convenience, second-row windows – 

which are traditionally sealed shut on an MPV – 
can be opened in seconds with a flick of the power 
up-down switch.

t

s	Keyless�entry�system�� �
The keyless entry system allows you to  
open or close the doors. (Grand Carnival 
Premium only).



A vehicle that’s built to carry 
passengers should make people 
its priority. That’s why Carnival 
gives everyone the maximum in 
legroom and headroom as well 
as offering plenty of natural 
daylight, and fresh air through 
opening windows.
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Fresh inside
Have you been missing fresh air? It’s a luxury 
that every driver and passenger should  
demand. While triple-zone air-conditioning is 
standard on all models, sometimes it's nice to 
let the outside air come inside. Power windows 
are not just a benefit for the driver in the 
Carnival. Now second-row passengers have 
power windows which can be opened in a 
simple one-touch operation. With a keyless 
entry system, your Carnival will always be ready 
at the touch of a button. The remote also 
operates the dual power rear sliding doors*. 
They can also be operated using manual 
switches found inside the vehicle and in the 

overhead console, or the doors simply pull open 
by the colour-coded door handles. The safety 
system features an automatic speed adjustable 
motor and anti-pinch strip that prevents the 
doors from closing when obstructed or opening 
while the car is in motion or when the window is 
open. Third row passengers can enjoy 
ventilation through the swivel windows which 
turn outwards.

 

*Grand Carnival Premium only.



Designed for the good times



Cluster: The stylish in-dash gauge cluster is much 
more than a sophisticated piece of design. It is placed 
in a way that emphasizes simplicity and cleanliness, 
allowing the driver to quickly scan basic information 
such as revs and fuel or the digital trip counter.

Triple-zone� air-conditioning: For the comfort of 
second-row passengers, there’s a rear manual 
climate control for controlling temperature and fan 
settings. The air vents can be adjusted to achieve just 
the right ventilation independently to make every 
journey the pleasure it should be, in all three rows.

Tilt�headrests: Safety and comfort combine with the 
tilt headrests. They can be adjusted up and down to 
suit the occupant, but will also adapt by tilting 
backwards and forwards to protect the head and neck 
under impact.

Conversation�mirror: The conversation mirror is a 
clever and popular innovation that brings driver and 
passenger together. It allows the driver to see  
everything that’s going on in the back without taking his 
or her eyes off the road, improving communication 
and safety.

First-row�seat�side� table: Convenience isn’t an after-
thought in this clever MPV. In the first-row a seat side table 
has been cleverly created between the two front seats. It 
includes four cup holders, with two for the convenience of 
second-row passengers within easy reach.

First-row�seatback�tables: We all know the practical 
use of a seat-back table on an aircraft, and now 
Carnival passengers enjoy the same luxury. The table 
pulls down from its concealed position on the front 
seat, with a writing area and drinks holder that would 
keep any child clean and happy!

Heated�side�view�mirrors: Condensation, ice and even 
snow can affect driving visibility, but Kia has the answer. 
The heated outside wing mirrors will clear the glass and 
ensure you’re quickly back to 100 % visibility.

Rear� storage� box:  Passengers who travel with 
earphones, books, maps and other essentials can neatly 
stow their gear away in the rear storage box. Its 
containment lid also doubles up as a twin drinks holder 
– another application of Kia’s intelligent use of space.
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Colour and Style combined

Grey�two-tone

The cabin in which you spend your time says plenty about you and your ideals. Carnival offers two 
trim combinations, but in either case the quality of materials, from the seats to the trim, is high 
and each option has been created to provide a seamless and contemporary feel.

Leather Cloth

s	Grey�two-tone��//
 Grey is a well-balanced colour, evocative of strength and sophistication. Carnival combines grey in two tones. The light and 

airy quality of pure grey seats in cloth or leather combines with an urban grey finish for a clean image that complements the 
modern interior.

Leather�standard�on�Grand�Carnival�Premium



The Carnival is...
CONCEPT  Carnival is a progressive contemporary multi-purpose people 
mover positioned high up in the dynamic MPV segment. With driver-friendly 
design both inside and out it combines sedan-like handling, the sporty tone of 
an SUV and the comfort, versatility and high functionality of an MPV. It has 
established leading performance, deluxe settings and amenities, more power 
and larger dimensions to meet and exceed the qualities of its competitors. 
Carnival is the modern essence of simplicity and sophistication in a family 
vehicle.

DESIGN  The epitome of modern urban sophistication and elegance, Carnival has 
cab-forward styling and a sporty rear combined with the wide-body power of a 
longer and more spacious MPV. Big but certainly not bulky its large windows, 
lineated door handles and multidimensional mouldings create a contemporary and 
stylish finish. 

COMFORT  Carnival’s generous dimensions and unibody construction create 
ample passenger and luggage space with more head, shoulder and leg room. 
The eight-chair seating variation allows you to comfortably accommodate 
multiple passenger and cargo arrangements. Features such as power sliding 
doors, tri-zone climate control and ventilation at every seating level make for 
the ultimate road trip experience.  

SAFETY   Occupant safety is a priority in Carnival, with the peace of mind that 
comes from dual driver and passenger airbags, ABS with four-wheel disc 
brakes and seatbelt pretensioners. The enhanced body has a stronger, 
collision-deterring frame and panels, and upgraded viewing capability to 
underline Kia’s continued commitment to passenger safety. 

PERFORMANCE  Carnival gives you choice in powertrains with an aluminium 
block 3.8-Litre V6 Gasoline engine (Grand Carnival) or the 2.7-Litre V6 
Gasoline engine (Carnival). Highly engineered manual or automatic 
transmissions provide better fuel economy and exact, light gear changes, and 
Kia's focus on reduced NVH and smoother ride translate into better handling 
even at full cargo or passenger capacity. 

REFINEMENT  Carnival has a generous list of standard features, with 
voluminous and clever storage areas, better interior and exterior lighting and 
ergonomic seating and controls. More powerful and quiet engines, better 
braking power, more advanced wheel mechanisms and improved suspension 
complete the package.

2.7-litre�V6�engine 3.8-litre�V6�engine

Displacement 
2,656 cc

Max. Power 
189 ps (139 kW) @ 6,000 rpm

Max. Torque 
25.4 kg.m (249 Nm) @ 4,000 rpm    

Displacement 
3,778 cc

Max. Power 
250 ps (184 kW) @ 6,000 rpm

Max. Torque 
35 kg.m (343 Nm) @ 3,500 rpm    

Specifications
Dimensions�(mm)�

Wheelbase 

Engine

CarnivalGrand  
Carnival

Grand  
Carnival

Carnival Grand  
Carnival

5,130
	 

	 

3,020
	 

	 

	 

4,810

Carnival

1,985

1,760 (1,815)

1,685

1,685 

   975 

2,890

   945

2,727

1,135

2,785

Overall length

Overall width 

Overall height (Including roof rack)

Track (Front)

Track (Rear) 

Overhang (Front)

Overhang (Rear) 

Interior length 

Interior width  

Interior height  

1st  Head room

2nd Head room

3rd Head room  

1st  Shoulder room

2nd Shoulder room

3rd  Shoulder room
1st  Leg room

1,700

1,260

1,041

 979

   925

	

	

	

	

   974

1,606 	

1,660 	

1,454

1,059

1,537
	

2nd Leg room

3rd Leg room

Interior volume 1st  (litres)  
Interior volume 2nd (litres)  

Interior volume 3rd (litres)  

Cargo volume (litres)  

Min. Ground clearance   

Fuel tank capacity (litres)  

   937

 860

1,770

1,523

	

   927
	

1,530

1,083 1,390

      -  912

 167

   80

	

	





About�Kia�Motors�Corporation 

Kia Motors Corporation – one of the fastest growing automakers in the world – was founded in 1944 and is Korea’s oldest manufacturer of motor vehicles. As part of 
the Hyundai-Kia Automotive Group, Kia aims to become one of the world’s premier automotive brands. Kia’s 12 manufacturing and assembly operations in 8 countries 
produce more than 1.3 million vehicles a year that are sold and serviced through a network of distributors and dealers covering 165 countries. Kia today has over 
33,000 employees and annual revenues of almost $19 billion. It is the major sponsor of the Australian Tennis Open and an official worldwide sponsor of the Davis Cup. 
Kia is an official automotive partner of FIFA – the governing body of the FIFA World Cup – as well as a EUROTOP Partner of UEFA. Kia Motors Corporation’s brand 
slogan – “The Power to Surprise™” – represents the company’s global commitment to surpassing customer expectations through continuous automotive innovation.

Kia Motors Australia reserves the right to discontinue or change the models, features, specifications, options, designs and prices of products referred to in this 
brochure without incurring any liability whatsoever to any purchaser or prospective purchaser of any such products. Some of the items herein are optional at extra 
cost. Consult your Kia dealer for the latest information on models, specifications, features, prices, options and availability.

Kia is the newest and most exciting force of change in the automotive world and we are ready to change the way you feel and think about driving. 
More than just a promise, we are committed to making driving a true pleasure for customers across the globe. With youthful styling and the 
latest in advanced technologies, Kia cars are turning heads the world over with the power to surprise. So when you think of Kia, think exciting 
and enabling – the two qualities that best define what the new Kia is all about. From the Rio to the Sorento, Kia offers a full lineup of cars, SUVs 
and MPVs that are not only practical but downright exhilarating to drive.

Kia Motors Australia ABN 97110 483 353

PO Box 7506, Silverwater NSW 2128
Phone (toll free) 1800 600 010 

kia.com.au�
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Kia Motors Australia Sustainability Statement
Kia Motors, aims for growth that is in harmony with the environment 
throughout all areas of our business. We are striving todevelop
eco-friendly technologies, while minimising environmental impact.
KIA MOTORS, DRIVING TOWARD A BETTER ENVIRONMENT.


